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For a backlog of all Shaping Our Lives newsletters from
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Archive of Disability News Service
Shaping Our Lives has joined up with Disability News Service to bring you the latest
news. Archive dates from January 2015 to present day.

Disability Arts online weekly newsletter
The week’s latest features, blogs, jobs and events relating to disability arts and
culture.

Equality and Diversity Forum eNewsletter 19
July 2016
EDF’s free electronic newsletter is emailed fortnightly to a growing number of
subscribers and is also a page on the EDF website.

Strength through unity – News | Events |
Funding | More…
Throughout the summer LGBT Foundation are focusing our efforts on how far we
have come and how far we still have to go as a community before we reach full
equality.

For other newsletters click here
Shaping Our Lives publishes a digital newsletter of interest to HealthWatch groups click
here

to

read

a

copy
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for

free
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Look out for our other newsletters of interest to service users and disabled people, click
here

Check out our Resource Library for an index of titles where you can download a number of
free

documents

of

particular

interest

to

the

service

user

movement.

Remember, if you are a member of Shaping Our Lives you can post onto the notice board
and update your information on your personal page as many times as you want
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have a resource you would like to share with other user-led organisations and
service

users

please

contact

us

information@shapingourlives.org.uk

Follow

us

on

Twitter@solnetwork1

The views expressed in external links do not necessarily reflect the views of Shaping Our
Lives.
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